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Oracle NetSuite Goes Full Suite Ahead
NETSUITE OFFERS “SUITENESS” TO PROVIDE VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
ACROSS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS
INTRODUCTION
Oracle NetSuite began SuiteWorld 2022 with a
vision, and how “Suiteness” is the key to greater
visibility, control and success across its mid-market
firms! Suiteness is how NetSuite’s solutions are built
– unified solutions that automate and optimize
everything from planning through collections.
NetSuite EVP and founder Evan Goldberg provided a
very valuable example of the true benefit of
Suiteness. He showed a (fictitious) company that
began with a single product and grew to multiple
products and services, with different and more
complex billing methods. The example was very
compelling, and SPI Research believes most people
in the audience could relate. It showed the path of
NetSuite, and how it helps manage the difficulties
and complexities of growing a business.
NetSuite highlighted it now has over 32,000
customers and the number is growing rapidly every
day. 6,200 people attended the conference in Las
Vegas, while 7,000 saw it virtually. People are
traveling again, and SPI Research expects a much
greater number of customers will attend the
conference next year.
A typical NetSuite Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) customer begins with financials, which makes
sense, as financial management is mandatory to run
any organization. From there professional services
organizations (PSOs) can use other capabilities such

as Client Relationship Management (CRM), Human
Capital Management (HCM), Professional Services
Automation (PSA) and Business Intelligence (BI), to
take full advantage of the solution. Suiteness refers
to the fact that NetSuite offers a unified suite of
each of these applications and how they all work
together, something very few other vendors can truly
claim.
NetSuite tends to sell to fast growing companies. It
can handle much larger companies due to its
platform.
Major announcements to be discussed later include:


NetSuite CPQ: NetSuite Configure, Price,
Quote (CPQ) helps organizations enable
sales teams to quickly configure, price and
quote complex products with complete
accuracy and reliability, directly in NetSuite.



NetSuite SuitePeople Workforce
Management: New solution helps
organizations manage labor costs and
profitability. It automates routine tasks such
as scheduling staff, tracking employee hours
worked, and calculating wages.

SPI Research will concentrate this Research Note on
NetSuite’s developments impacting the Professional
Services (PS) market.
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SUITEWORLD’S EMPHASIS
NetSuite discussed four key areas of its solution
offerings, and highlighted enhancements in each
area:
1. Acquire and grow customers
2. Hire and empower employees
3. Create and deliver products and services
4. Optimize cash and profits
NetSuite brought out the proverbial hairball so many
organizations face as they try to integrate solution
after solution with the continual update schedules.
The Cloud has changed much of this, but issues
remain. NetSuite’s “Suiteness” has eliminated most
integration issues.
The vendor has done so many things across all its
product portfolio, perhaps the real key is in the
suite. PSO's as well as companies in every industry
benefit from having processes automated across the
organization. Visibility is one of most important
aspects some information, and with NetSuite
customers can more easily and efficiently span their
organization to determine areas where change is
needed.
Extending NetSuite is important to the vendor’s
future. Partners create new applications with the
latest JavaScript and utilize Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) to build applications. Security is
more important than ever in the technology market
and most partners are very satisfied with the
security NetSuite provides.
SuiteSuccess helps firms more efficiently implement
NetSuite, which has led to higher satisfaction among
their customers. The NetSuite platform is powerful,
and partners can build on it with the same look and
feel. Partners are critical to NetSuite’s ability to
deliver broader functionality to the market.
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NETSUITE SUITEPEOPLE WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT
NetSuite announced NetSuite SuitePeople
Workforce Management. It helps PSOs manage
labor costs and profitability. SPI Research has seen
these two areas add up to between 65% - 67% of
total revenue over the past five years. This new
solution automates routine tasks such as scheduling
staff, tracking employee hours worked, and
calculating wages. It also provides
recommendations on staff scheduling to help
organizations optimize for their business goals.
Goldberg commented “In a tight labor market,
organizations need to elevate the management of
their workforce to be competitive. With SuitePeople
Workforce Management, organizations can quickly
adjust staffing to align with changing business
conditions.”
SuitePeople Workforce Management is part of
NetSuite SuitePeople, a Human Capital Management
(HCM) solution and can help organizations improve:


Scheduling: A visual shift scheduling tool
eliminates the use of stand-alone scheduling
applications or spreadsheets. It also enables
teams to use a combination of forecasts,
employee schedule templates, labor costs,
and labor deployment models to build a
staffing plan. This enables organizations to
more accurately forecast staffing to ensure
they are correctly staffed to meet demand.



Attendance Tracking: SuitePeople Time
Clock provides employees flexible mobile
tools to record time and attendance. It also
has options for photo capture and biometric
fingerprint verification that eliminate the
risk of employees logging in and out of work
on behalf of other employees. By combining
digital time-clocking with a scheduling
solution, SuitePeople Time Clock eliminates
the need to manually calculate hours. It also
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increases the accuracy and efficiency of time
collection and payroll processing.




Wage Calculations: A wage rule engine
automates the calculation of regular hours,
overtime, and holiday pay to help
organizations minimize compliance risks. It
reduces payroll errors and eliminates the
need for manual reconciliations as approved
hours seamlessly flow from Workforce
Management to SuitePeople Payroll for
processing.
Labor and Operational Metrics: A real-time
dashboard enables managers to obtain
insights into day-to-day operational metrics
including sales, wages, and forecasts and
compare them to actuals. This visibility helps
managers make data-informed decisions
around workforce costs and profitability.
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Engagement: A mobile app helps employees
track time, fill, swap, drop shifts, and chat
with managers. It also makes it easier for
managers to act if an employee has not
punched in or out of scheduled shifts.
Through these interactions, the mobile app
helps drive greater manager and employee
engagement and productivity.

NETSUITE CPQ
NetSuite CPQ helps organizations enable sales teams
to quickly configure, price and quote (CPQ) complex
products with complete accuracy and reliability,
directly in NetSuite. Per the vendor, NetSuite CPQ
enables sales teams to be more efficient and save
costs in the pricing process. The solution allows
them to select product features and apply
customizable business rules to ensure that every
configuration is correct, eliminating the need to
double check and rework orders.

Figure YYY: NetSuite Workforce Management

Source: NetSuite, October 2022
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NetSuite CPQ offers organizations the following
capabilities:


Configurator: Save time spent on reworking
orders by applying customizable rules that
ensure every configuration, across product
and service features, is correct.



Guided Selling: Find the exact products and
services needed from thousands of SKUs by
providing an ecommerce-like catalog
experience and powerful filtering tools.



Proposal Generator: Create accurate and
branded proposals for customers approval
by equipping sales teams with fully
customizable templates.



Ecommerce Integration: Simplify product
configurations and access pricing, products,
and quotes in NetSuite SuiteCommerce and
other ecommerce solutions.



Bill of Materials and Routing: Reduce
manufacturing costs and increase efficiency
on the shop floor by dynamically creating
and delivering a BOM based on routing
instructions created from the NetSuite CPQ
rules engine.

NETSUITE OPENAIR
SPI Research was impressed at the continued
development of OpenAir. OpenAir has been a
leading PSA solution for over a decade, and NetSuite
doubled its effort with a significant increase in its
development team. Perhaps this is one reason why
NetSuite is so successful in the Professional Services
marketplace. It not only offers an end-to-end
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) suite for PSOs,
but also am industry-leading standalone Professional
Services Automation (PSA) solution. No other
vendor is in this position.
OpenAir’s enhancements over the past few years
have improved its capabilities. NetSuite improved
its bill of resources and user experience as project-
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based services is growing fast. NetSuite works to
assure their customers use the features for which
they pay. SPI Research has found this to be a
problem with a lot of information solutions and
NetSuite works closely with its customers to take
advantage of every feature of OpenAir.
NetSuite OpenAir continues to be sold as a
standalone solution or as an add-on with NetSuite’s
platform.
Figure YYY: NetSuite OpenAir

Source: NetSuite, October 2022

CONCLUSIONS
SuiteWorld 2022 was in fact a “suite success.”
NetSuite introduced several new solutions including
CPQ and SuitePeople Workforce Management and
highlighted many enhancements to its “suite” of
products. The vendor continues to focus on helping
its users to maximize the benefits from its solutions.
NetSuite understands many of its customers have
supply chain issues, and integration to its suppliers
and greater automation in the reduction of manual
processes will help them improve operational
efficiency.
NetSuite offers solutions with the power most would
consider for the largest enterprises, but with the
integration and ease of use for the midmarket. It is a
rare company in that very few other solution
providers can provide end-to-end integrated
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solutions for the professional services market. But
NetSuite goes a few steps further as it has built more
capabilities that allow both product and services
organizations to efficiently manage service offerings.
Goldberg's comments really hit home in the
professional services market, where slow growth is
anything under 10% and average growth hovers
around 15%. NetSuite’s target market are those
small and mid-market firms that grow fast. While
the focus is always on automation, NetSuite
emphasized visibility, control and trust in its
solutions. Through the increased use of Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure (OCI), NetSuite offers the
midmarket solutions with a global reach.
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What makes NetSuite different is that its customers
not only grow fast, but also do so by expanding the
services and products (really) they offer. The
professional services market has always been a
leader to all industries, and now more than ever
needs the tools to expand operations and change
rapidly as the market dictates. Perhaps that is why
so many PSO's have turned to NetSuite and OpenAir
to help them expand their business. Professional
services organizations should seriously consider
NetSuite, as its comprehensive menu of products
and services is hard to beat.

Service Performance Insight (SPI Research) is a global research, consulting and training organization dedicated to helping professional service
organizations (PSOs) make quantum improvements in productivity and profit. In 2007, SPI developed the PS Maturity Model™ as a strategic planning and
management framework. It is now the industry-leading performance improvement tool used by over 35,000 service and project-oriented organizations to
chart their course to service excellence.
SPI provides a unique depth of operating experience combined with unsurpassed analytic capability. We not only diagnose areas for improvement but also
provide the business value of change. We then work collaboratively with our clients to create new management processes to transform and ignite
performance. Visit www.SPIresearch.com for more information on Service Performance Insight, LLC.
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